Continental Grafix AG, based in Switzerland, has made it its business to develop special films in
the floor-, perforated film and special film sector, with the appropriate adhesives, so that they
function perfectly in the most diverse variants on the most diverse substrates, whether indoors or
outdoors, on floors, glass surfaces or various other substrates.
Whether on asphalt, paving slabs, paving stones, tiles or even under water, Continental Grafix is
the right place to go for support and advice in the run-up to a flooring project. With the necessary
know-how, a suitable film for the surface to be covered is carefully selected for the upcoming
project, so that the advertising can be staged qualitatively and flawlessly by the corresponding
service providers. Furthermore, Continental Grafix is the right contact for every project in the
area of transport advertising, as well as on glass surfaces with the correspondingly certified and
various perforated films. The range is rounded off by developed special films.
Nature Walk
is a pvc free / vegan film for indoor applications up to 6 months on the floor. It is white and has a
B1 and R10 slip resistant certification. The fine surface allows you to achieve ideal colour and
printing results with all printing methods. A light textile has been incorporated into the adhesive
to keep the NatureWalk dimensionally stable. Ideal and unique material, if a customer wants to
have a PVC free green product for the floor. Due to the special surface it is also great for abrasion
protection.

Ultra Protection Laminate
is a specially designed laminate for increased durability with a thickness of 600 microns. It is B1
certified and has a R9 slip resistant certification. Despite its thickness, it can be processed very
flexibly even in slightly uneven surfaces.
Ideal combination with the AsphaltWalk Smooth or with the panoRama X-treme. Durability due
to the robust laminate is up to 3 years.

PanoRama Silver
is a pvc free decoration and screen film and can also be used as a heat protection film. The front
side is metallized and high gloss. With the special effect an almost 100% privacy is guaranteed,
with an undisturbed view from the inside to the outside. The area of application is therefore very
versatile. It can be used both printed and unprinted and acts like a mirror. Due to the high
strength of the product, the application and removal is very simple and unproblematic.
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